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KREG POCKET HOLE JIG 230 MICRO

€43,99 (excl. VAT)

Like our accessories for the 500- and 700-Series Pocket-Hole Jig Micro-Pocket Drill Guide, the KPHJ230
Pocket-Hole Jig Micro creates a 33% smaller pocket hole that is ideal for smaller projects, thinner material

and tighter repairs, but as a completely self-contained system. The Pocket-Hole Jig Micro has the same
usability and versatility as our other portable Pocket-Hole Jigs. With a design to control multiple thickness
settings, an easily adjustable drill bit and hardened steel drill guides, this is the perfect solution for strong

pocket-hole joints in drawer boxes, mitred corners and more.

Micro-Pocket holes are great for almost any application where you would use normal pocket holes,
especially for material 12 mm thick and narrow boards from 25 mm wide. As less material is removed,

drilling operations are faster and easier.

Right out of the box, this Pocket-Hole Jig helps you make quick work of small projects. Compatible with
Kreg pan-head pocket-hole screws.

SKU: KRE-KPHJ230
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

Like our accessories for the 500- and 700-Series Pocket-Hole Jig Micro-Pocket Drill Guide, the KPHJ230 Pocket-
Hole Jig Micro creates a 33% smaller pocket hole that is ideal for smaller projects, thinner material and tighter

repairs, but as a completely self-contained system. The Pocket-Hole Jig Micro has the same usability and
versatility as our other portable Pocket-Hole Jigs. With a design to control multiple thickness settings, an easily

adjustable drill bit and hardened steel drill guides, this is the perfect solution for strong pocket-hole joints in
drawer boxes, mitred corners and more.

Micro-Pocket holes are great for almost any application where you would use normal pocket holes, especially for
material 12 mm thick and narrow boards from 25 mm wide. As less material is removed, drilling operations are

faster and easier.

Right out of the box, this Pocket-Hole Jig helps you make quick work of small projects. Compatible with Kreg
pan-head pocket-hole screws.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Rotatable design for variable pocket-hole distances
Positioning slide for 12 mm and 19 mm thick materials

GripMaxx anti-slip surface
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Easily adjustable drill with engraved markings for materials 12 mm and 19 mm thick
Material thickness end can be removed for repair projects

Durable, impact-resistant construction

DESCRIPTION

Like our accessories for the 500- and 700-Series Pocket-Hole Jig Micro-Pocket Drill Guide, the KPHJ230 Pocket-
Hole Jig Micro creates a 33% smaller pocket hole that is ideal for smaller projects, thinner material and tighter

repairs, but as a completely self-contained system. The Pocket-Hole Jig Micro has the same usability and
versatility as our other portable Pocket-Hole Jigs. With a design to control multiple thickness settings, an easily

adjustable drill bit and hardened steel drill guides, this is the perfect solution for strong pocket-hole joints in
drawer boxes, mitred corners and more. Micro-Pocket holes are great for almost any application where you

would use normal pocket holes, especially for material 12 mm thick and narrow boards from 25 mm wide. As
less material is removed, drilling operations are faster and easier. Right out of the box, this Pocket-Hole Jig

helps you make quick work of small projects. Compatible with Kreg pan-head pocket-hole screws.
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